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there have been various studies on the harmful effects of DDT, it is still used today 
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"Banned Pesticide DDT with Lingering Residues Again Linked to Obesity and Diabetes - 

Beyond Pesticides Daily News Blog." Beyond Pesticides Daily News Blog. 2014. Web. 
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Dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane (DDT/DDE). Breast Cancer Fund. N.p., n.d. Web. 22 Nov. 
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"Effective and Affordable Alternatives to DDT." World Wide Fund For Nature. N.p., n.d. Web. 
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"Facts About Herbicides." Public Health. U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs, n.d. Web. 28 Oct. 
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a by-product of these herbicides. 	  

Gartner, Carol. "Rachel Carson Chronology." Rachel Carson Chronology. New York: Frederick 

Ungar Publishing Co. Web. 27 Sept. 2015. This timeline highlights Rachel Carson's life 
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writer and a biologist. 	  

Graham, Frank, Jr. "Since Silent Spring: Reflecting on Rachel Carson's Legacy." audubon.org. 

National Audubon Society, n.d. Web. 22 Nov. 2015. This webpage entry written by 

Frank Graham Jr., supports Rachel Carson's writings and refutes the attacks the chemical 

companies and pesticide owners made against Carson.  Graham writes about his sequel to 

Carson's book Silent Spring.  He describes how the pesticide industry hated insects and 

wanted to eliminate them entirely while Carson was justly looking out for the 

environment as a whole and not solely insects.  	  



"Invisible Monsters: 5 of The Most Common Pesticides & Their Impact on Your Health - 

Organic Authority." Organic Authority. 2011. Web. 15 May 2016. This web page 

provided information on pesticides being used currently in agriculture.  We used this 

information on our conclusion page to show other pesticides that are being used today 

instead of DDT.	  

"LibGuides at The University of Iowa Libraries." Home. Web. 28 Nov. 2015. This webpage 

provides information on the relationship between Rachel Carson and one of her closest 

friends and advisors in the fight against DDT, Shirley Briggs.  It shows how Briggs 

supported Carson extensively before and after her death in 1964.	  

"The Life and Legacy of Rachel Carson." The Life and Legacy of Rachel Carson. Web. 6 Sept. 

2015. This website provides background information on Rachel Carson as well as her 

impact on society.  The website also includes a timeline of her life. Linda Lear, the 

website's creator, has devoted 10 years to researching Carson's life and work.  	  

Lockitch, Keith. "Still Waiting For Scientific Evidence Against DDT." Business Journal 

(Central New York) 18.37 (2004): 12-14. Small Business Reference Center. Web. 10 

Nov. 2015. This article from a business journal discusses how DDT helps prevent 

millions of deaths from malaria.  Its author claims that there is no factual evidence to 

prove DDT is unsafe.  Proponents of DDT accuse Rachel Carson's Silent Spring to be full 

of false information and exaggerations. 	  

McLaughlin, Dorothy. "Silent Spring Revisited." PBS.org. N.p., n.d. Web. 23 Nov. 2015. This 

web page cites former U.S. Vice President Al Gore as one of Rachel Carson's many 

admirers.  Gore says that she is one of the main reasons he has taken greater concern for 



the environment.  No matter how many people attempted to discredit her work, Carson 

remained a headstrong advocate for environmental change. 	  

"The Pop History Dig." The Pop History Dig. Web. 22 Mar. 2016. This web page provided us 

with pictures of Carson along with some of the illustrations that accompanied her books. 

 We used these photos and illustrations to express Rachel Carson and to show how she 

explored harmful pesticides and their effects on nature and humans alike.	  

Rose, Jonathan. "What We Can Learn From Silent Spring." The Autism File RSS. Autism 

Publishing Group, LLC. Web. 4 Oct. 2015. This web page draws parallels between the 

past controversy over the harmful effects of DDT and the present claims that vaccines 

can cause autism. The chemical industry ensured the safety of DDT, but Rachel Carson, 

with the help of significant media attention, exposed its harmful effects.  Now the 

pharmaceutical industry is bad-mouthing anti-vaccine advocates while ensuring the 

safety of vaccines; however, the media is giving little attention to this debate. Neither 

controversy has a simple resolution. 	  

"Sixties 1960-69." Environmental History Timeline. WordPress, n.d. Web. 16 Dec. 2015. This 

timeline helped us when creating our website.  It provided us with information about the 

progression of environmental science during the span of Rachel Carson's life.	  

Stoll, Mark. "Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, A Book That Changed the World." Environment & 

Society Portal. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Mar. 2016. This was a secondary source which lead us 

to find many other primary sources used in our website. It describes the timeline of 

Rachel Carson's life and her novel Silent Spring's success and influence. The exhibition 

also revealed the numerous impacts Carson had on society today. 	  



"The Story of Silent Spring." Silent Spring Summary. N.p., n.d. Web. 10 Nov. 2015. This 

publication entails details on Rachel Carson's life and works.  It explains how dedicated 

Carson was in the fight against the use of the pesticide DDT.  This webpage displays how 

Carson knew how much controversy her book Silent Spring would cause and the 

extensive research she did on her scientific claims.   	  

"The Water Quality Act « DC Bureau." DC Bureau. Web. 24 Jan. 2016. This webpage provided 

us with information concerning the environmental progress after Rachel Carson died. 

 The webpage was helpful and provided us with a quote for the timeline we constructed.	  

Weyler, Rex. "Rachel Carson--And the Birth of Modern Environmentalism." Green Peace. 

Green Peace, 27 Sept. 2012. Web. 28 Oct. 2015. This website discusses the fact that DDT 

is harsh on the environment.  Many species were being negatively affected by DDT at the 

peak of its use in the United States. Many bird species were on the verge of extinction, 

and Silent Spring became their voice for revival. This website shows how different 

studies confirm Carson's research linking DDT to cancer. 	  

"Why Bringing Back DDT to Fight Zika Mosquitoes Could Backfire." Time. Time. Web. 15 

May 2016. This webpage contains information on the deadly Zika virus and the measures 

being taken to fight it.  DDT is being considered as a way to combat the disease.  We 

used this information on our conclusion to show how DDT is being used today.	  

"Zika Virus: Is DDT an Option?" CNN. Cable News Network. Web. 15 May 2016. This web 

page describes the deadly Zika virus and the measures being taken to fight it.  DDT is 

being considered as a combatant to fight the disease.  The suggestion to use DDT to fight 

Zika is raising questions once again about how safe the pesticide really is and if exposure 

to it is really a good idea. 	  
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Madison, Mark. Personal interview. 19 3 2016. Mark Madison is a chief historian for the U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service.  Mr. Madison told us of his encounters with Rachel Carson 

and how she would regard the scientific advances that are made in today's society.  We 

used this very helpful interview in our conclusion.	  

Price, Jenny. Personal interview. 23 Nov. 2015. Ms. Jenny Price is a writer and Research Scholar 

at the UCLA Center for the study of Women who has studied Rachel Carson. She told us 

of her connection to Rachel and provided us with insight on Rachel's views.  This 

interview helped us piece together Carson's story.	  

	  


